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Abstract

Cells in cerebral cortex fail to respond to fast-moving stimuli that evoke strong responses in the
thalamic nuclei that provide input to cortex. The reason for this behavior has remained a mys-
tery. We study an experimentally-motivated model of the thalamic input-recipient layer of cat
primary visual cortex that we have previously shown accounts for many aspects of cortical orien-
tation tuning. In this circuit, inhibition dominates over excitation, but temporal modulations of
excitation and inhibition occur out of phase with one another, allowing excitation to transiently
drive cells. We show that this circuit provides a natural explanation of cortical low-pass temporal
frequency tuning, provided N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors are present in thalamocorti-
cal synapses in proportions measured experimentally. This suggests a new and unanticipated role
for NMDA conductances in shaping the temporal response properties of cortical cells, and suggests
that common cortical circuit mechanisms underly both spatial and temporal response tuning.
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Introduction

Cells in the primary visual cortex (V1) of cats1–5 and monkeys6,7 fail to respond to fast-moving
stimuli that evoke strong responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)8–11, the source of visual
inputs to V1. This is exemplified by the temporal frequency tuning of V1 neurons, determined
by studying neuronal response to a drifting sinusoidal luminance grating, of the neuron’s preferred
spatial frequency and orientation, as a function of the grating’s temporal frequency. Cortical cells
cease responding, with increasing temporal frequency, at frequencies to which LGN cells respond
vigorously. Similar temporally low-pass behavior is seen in other cortical areas, e.g. primary audi-
tory12 and somatosensory13 cortices. The origin of this temporal behavior remains an outstanding
puzzle for the understanding of cerebral cortical circuitry.

We recently introduced a model of the circuitry of layer 4, the input-recipient layer, of cat V1,
whose structure was determined by developmental learning rules and constraints from intracellular
studies. We showed that this model could account for various attributes of the orientation tuning of
cortical neurons, including its invariance to changes in stimulus contrast14. Here we report that this
same circuit model provides a natural and unexpected explanation of cortical temporal frequency
tuning that also suggests a novel role for N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in determining
cortical temporal response properties.

In the proposed circuit, the “feedforward” inhibition (LGN-driven, but mediated by cortical
interneurons) and feedforward excitation received by a cell are spatially opponent – that is, exci-
tation and inhibition are driven by stimuli of opposite light/dark polarity at any given point in
the visual field, as observed experimentally15,16. As a result, a drifting sinusoidal grating of the
preferred orientation and spatial frequency alternately evokes excitation and inhibition, allowing
the cell to periodically respond (e.g., figure 1b, top). However, feedforward inhibition is stronger
overall than feedforward excitation, so that simultaneous activation of all LGN inputs yields net
inhibition (consistent with the massive inhibition observed experimentally in cortex in response to
shocks to LGN17). Thus, cortical cells can only respond when a stimulus evokes sufficient temporal
modulation of feedforward excitation and/or inhibition to avoid their simultaneous activation. Our
modeling task, therefore, is to determine, in terms of the biophysics of the cells and synapses, at
what temporal frequency excitation and/or inhibition become effectively demodulated, and under
what conditions this can account for the observed temporal frequency tuning of cortical cells.

Various biophysical mechanisms act on the feedforward inputs to a cortical cell to reduce their
ability to follow fast modulations. One such mechanism is the cell’s membrane time constant,
which acts to low-pass-filter the cellular voltage response. However, we will find, in agreement
with others18,19, that cortical membrane time constants (15-24 msec at rest15) are too short to
account for cortical temporal frequency tuning. Another demodulating mechanism is the time
course of synaptic conductances: each input spike to a cell is convolved with this time course to
produce a synaptic current, and this convolution acts as a low-pass filter. Specifically, slow synaptic
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conductances, such as those mediated by NMDA receptors, will demodulate the input at relatively
low frequencies.

We will show that, if the thalamocortical synapses include the proportion of NMDA receptors
observed in thalamocortical slices20,21, our model circuit suffices to explain the low-pass tempo-
ral frequency tuning of visual cortex. However, there are conflicting data as to the strength of
NMDA receptors in thalamocortical synapses20–29 (see Discussion). Accordingly, we examine the
dependence of the degree of low-pass shift on this strength. We also examine additional circuit
mechanisms that can act on comparable time scales – feedback excitation18,19 and synaptic depres-
sion30 – and determine whether and how they might alter our results. Finally, we examine the
effects on temporal tuning of developmental changes in the timing of NMDA conductances20,31,
which are strikingly correlated with developmental shifts in cortical temporal tuning5,32.

Results

The model we study is identical to that of Troyer et al.14, except that NMDA conductances were
not considered in that work. We model a network of conductance-based integrate-and-fire cells,
representing a sheet of simple cells – cells that are excited by light or by dark in alternating,
oriented subregions of visual space, known as ON or OFF subregions respectively – in layer 4 of
cat V1. The circuitry to and among these cells is shown in cartoon form in figure 1a. Excitation
– both geniculocortical and intracortical – is driven by light in ON-subregions or dark in OFF
subregions. Inhibition, mediated by cortical inhibitory interneurons, is spatially opponent to or
“push-pull” with excitation, that is, it is driven by dark in a cell’s ON-subregion or light in a cell’s
OFF-subregion15,16.

We first consider the effect of including NMDA in thalamocortical connections in a purely feed-
forward circuit model – that is, with the excitatory-to-excitatory connections in Fig. 1a turned
off. (For simplicity of writing, we will use “NMDA” in place of “NMDA-receptor-mediated con-
ductances” or “NMDA-receptor-mediated”.) We examine this simplified model first because, with
hindsight, it contains the main effect. We subsequently examine the roles of several factors, includ-
ing intracortical excitatory connections, that can modulate this effect. The percentage of NMDA
in thalamocortical synapses is strongest in very young animals and decreases rapidly during devel-
opment20. Since we are modeling temporal tuning in mature animals, we set this percentage to
that measured in thalamocortical synapses in vitro at the oldest ages studied20.

Traces from a single cell in the feedforward model show that, without NMDA (Fig. 1b), the
excitation and inhibition are well modulated, and the cell is therefore able to respond, at high as
well as low temporal frequencies. Note that this means that cellular time constants cannot account
for cortical low-pass behavior (we use time constants in the absence of synaptic input of 20 msec
for excitatory cells15,33, and 11.9 msec for inhibitory cells33). In contrast, when NMDA is present
in thalamocortical synapses both to excitatory and to inhibitory cells (Fig. 1c), its long decay-time
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constant demodulates the input at higher temporal frequencies, and the dominance of the mean
inhibition over the mean excitation then prevents the cell from firing.

Thus, NMDA-induced demodulation of the thalamocortical input induces low-pass shifts in
cortical temporal frequency tuning, relative to LGN tuning, whereas little or no shift occurs in the
absence of NMDA (Fig. 1d). While the strongest shifts are observed when NMDA is present in
thalamocortical connections onto both excitatory and inhibitory cells, significant shifts also occur
if NMDA is present only onto excitatory or only onto inhibitory cells. The case of NMDA only
onto excitatory cells is of particular interest, because there is experimental evidence that inhibitory
cortical cells receive less NMDA input than excitatory cells22,23.

We have tested the intuition that thalamocortical NMDA acts as a low-pass filter on the feed-
forward conductances by comparing the results of the feedforward model to a simple analytic model
(details in web supplement). In the simple model, we consider the responses of a single simple cell
that receives direct excitatory input from the LGN and inhibition from a single inhibitory simple
cell with identical receptive field except of opposite spatial phase. Synaptic inputs are modeled
as injected currents rather than as time-varying conductances, and spike rates are modeled as a
linear function of the cell’s membrane potential above a fixed threshold. Despite the simplicity of
this model, the resultant temporal frequency tuning curves are remarkably similar to those of the
feedforward model (figure 1d). This indicates that the essential reason for the cortical low-pass
behavior in the feedforward model can indeed be simply understood as resulting from the low-pass
filtering of the input by the time course of the NMDA conductances.

Having illustrated the basic mechanism, we now quantitatively assay model results, which al-
lows comparison to experiment. To quantify the degree of shift in the temporal frequency tuning
curves, we use a measure often used experimentally: the high-frequency cutoff, defined as the tem-
poral frequency at which the mean spike-rate response is reduced to 50% of the peak. Since the
actual percentages of NMDA conductances in geniculocortical synapses remains unclear – and in
particular, it is doubtful that there are large amounts in geniculocortical synapses onto inhibitory
cells22,23 – we parametrically examine the dependence of model behavior on these percentages.

We first examine this dependence for the feedforward model (figure 2a). Each contour line
represents a constant high-frequency cutoff. The thicker line represents a temporal frequency
cutoff of 6Hz, which is a representative experimental cutoff value for cortical cells1–5. In the
feedforward model, this cutoff value cannot be achieved unless NMDA mediates roughly 50% or
more of thalamocortical input to inhibitory cells.

We next examine the effect of including feedback excitation (the excitatory-to-excitatory con-
nections in Fig. 1a), which acts to amplify responses to effective input. We assume that feedback
synapses are predominantly mediated by NMDA, as suggested by recent studies21,34. Due to this
dominance of NMDA, the feedback excitatory connections selectively amplify lower temporal fre-
quencies, and do not significantly affect responses to higher frequencies. Given moderate to high
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levels of thalamocortical NMDA, this lowers the temporal frequency cutoff, and in particular, al-
lows the 6 Hz cutoff to be achieved even if there is no NMDA in thalamocortical synapses onto
inhibitory cells (figure 2b).

It has been suggested that feedback connections alone might yield shifts in cortical temporal
tuning18,19. To test this, we examine the tuning for varying proportions of NMDA in the feedback
connections, in the presence or absence of NMDA in the thalamocortical connections (figure 3).
When NMDA is present in thalamocortical synapses onto excitatory cells, NMDA in feedback
synapses shifts the cutoff frequency toward lower temporal frequencies (figure 3A,C), as we have just
seen. However, in the absence of NMDA in thalamocortical synapses, NMDA in feedback synapses
simply acts to relatively amplify low-frequency responses, without altering temporal frequency
cutoffs (figure 3B,C). Thus, NMDA in the feedback synapses can augment a low-pass shift induced
by thalamocortical NMDA, but cannot induce such a shift by itself.

Another physiological property of cortical synapses that is known to exist experimentally and
to act on appropriate time scales to potentially affect temporal frequency tuning is short-term
synaptic depression35,36. We find that synaptic depression actually acts as a weak high-pass filter,
moving the tuning slightly to higher frequencies, but the low-pass effect of NMDA still dominates
(figure 2c, compare figure 2b).

Finally, we examine the effects of the change observed developmentally in the decay time of
NMDA conductances. Young animals show a markedly slower NMDA decay31, and also show lower
temporal frequency cutoffs (e.g. 4 Hz in 4-week-old cats in a study that found 7 Hz cutoffs in adult
cats5). Furthermore, there are other strong developmental parallels between NMDA decay rates and
temporal frequency cutoffs (see Discussion). We assume both feedback and thalamocortical NMDA
are of the young form, and examine the resulting temporal frequency cutoffs (figure 2d). Two
effects compete. The young NMDA causes demodulation at lower frequencies in thalamocortical
synapses, lowering cutoff frequencies. But it also reduces the effectiveness of feedback amplification
at moderate frequencies, reducing peak responses and thereby raising the cutoff frequency. For lower
levels of thalamocortical NMDA, the net effect is that temporal tuning curves are either unchanged
or slightly shifted to higher cutoffs by young NMDA. However, if thalamocortical NMDA levels
are high onto both inhibitory and excitatory neurons, the slower NMDA significantly reduces the
temporal frequency cutoff (figure 2d; compare figure 2c). Since high levels of NMDA are found
in young animals20,24,37, this regime of high thalamocortical NMDA onto both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons may be appropriate for young animals expressing slow NMDA receptors.

Discussion

We have demonstrated that a simple model of cortical circuitry that has previously accounted
for the contrast invariance of orientation tuning of layer 4 simple cells14 can robustly account for
the low-pass shift in temporal frequency tuning from the LGN to the cortex, provided only that
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NMDA-mediated conductances are present in thalamocortical synapses in proportions measured
experimentally20. Such a shift in temporal tuning appears to be a general trend in the difference
between thalamic and cortical cells12,13, which suggests that this may be a general role played by
NMDA in thalamocortical connections in various species and various cortical regions. Consistent
with experimental evidence that inhibitory cortical cells receive less NMDA input than excitatory
cells22,23, we find that thalamocortical NMDA predominantly or solely onto excitatory cells is
sufficient to account for the degree of low- pass shift observed in cat V1 cells. As we will discuss
below, our results suggest a causal connection between two developmental changes – changes in
the timing of NMDA conductances, and in cortical temporal tuning – that follow one another in a
remarkably parallel fashion.

Strength of Thalamocortical NMDA

It has been reported that NMDA makes little contribution to visual responses in layer 4 cells in
mature cat V124, suggesting there is little NMDA in mature thalamocortical synapses (similar
results have also been seen in other cortical areas25,26). However, in vitro studies suggest that even
though NMDA levels in thalamocortical synapses decrease with age, a significant NMDA component
remains into maturity20,21. Furthermore, in vivo studies that used global blockade of NMDA27,28

rather than local iontophoresis24 found dramatic reductions in visual activation throughout visual
cortex, and one study using iontophoresis found reductions in visual response in at least some layer
4 cells29. While we do not know how to reconcile these conflicting reports, a key prediction of our
model is that thalamocortical synapses onto excitatory cells in mature cat V1 should have levels
of NMDA similar to that observed in rat somatosensory thalamocortical slices in the most mature
animals studied20.

An alternative possibility is that GABA-B receptors, which cause a slow inhibitory conductance,
could demodulate feedforward inhibition. If a significant fraction of inhibitory current is GABA-
B-mediated, this would demodulate cortical inhibition and thus act very much like NMDA in
thalamocortical synapses onto inhibitory cells in the present model (figure 2). Because GABA-B-
mediated currents are only rarely seen in in vitro studies of cortical inhibitory synapses38, we have
regarded this scenario as less likely than the NMDA scenario (but there is evidence of GABA-B
involvement in cat V1 responses39,40).

Developmental Implications

Experimental evidence shows a strong correlation between developmental changes in cortical tempo-
ral frequency tuning and developmental changes in the timing of the decay of NMDA conductances.
Cortical cells in kittens are tuned to lower temporal frequencies than in adults cats5 (LGN cells
also show a developmental shift in temporal tuning, but the LGN shift is not as strong as the
cortical shift41). NMDA-mediated EPSPs have longer decay-time constants in slices from young
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animals than from mature animals20,31. Both of these developmental shifts are delayed by rearing
animals under dark conditions31,32. Furthermore, after dark-rearing, both recover within hours of
exposure to light: 6-week-old dark-reared kittens will suddenly shift their temporal tuning towards
the tuning of normally raised 6-week-old kittens with 6 hours of exposure to light32; and the shift
towards normal levels of NR2A subunits, which underlies the shift to shorter NMDA decay-time
constants, occurs in dark-reared rats after as little as 2 hours of exposure to light42.

The model suggests that this striking correlation might in fact be causal: the developmental
shift to faster NMDA may at least partially underly the developmental shift to higher temporal
frequencies. The model also suggests that decreases in the proportion of NMDA, particularly in
thalamocortical synapses onto inhibitory cells, may play an important role. In normal develop-
ment, the proportion of NMDA decreases in parallel with the shift in decay time constant20,24,31,37.
Dark-rearing maintains the contribution of NMDA receptors to visual responses seen in young
animals43,44, and so this high-thalamocortical-NMDA regime may also apply to dark-reared ani-
mals. However, nothing is yet known specifically about the proportion of NMDA in thalamocortical
synapses onto inhibitory neurons at any developmental time.

Other Experimental Predictions

The connection between NMDA receptor subtype and temporal frequency tuning could be tested
by studying temporal tuning in mature mice that have been genetically engineered to overexpress
the NR2B subunit of the NMDA receptor45. These animals, though mature, show the slow decay
and large amplitude of NMDA of normal young animals. Our model suggests that these mature
animals might also show the slow cortical temporal frequency tuning of normal younger animals.

A natural test of the model would seem to be to block NMDA receptors and examine the
resulting change in temporal frequency tuning. Unfortunately, we have found that, because such a
block reduces excitatory input in response to any temporal frequency, NMDA blockade may either
raise or lower temporal frequency cutoffs, depending on parameters (details in Web Supplement).
An ideal experiment would be to substitute AMPA for NMDA, thus reducing the demodulating
effect of NMDA without reducing total excitation; this should raise temporal frequency cutoffs.
While this is only a thought-experiment at present, it may become possible with future genetic
manipulations.

The model predicts that some cortical layer 4 inhibitory cells will be active in response to
the highest temporal frequencies to which LGN cells respond well, since it is cortically-induced
inhibition that prevents the remaining cortical cells from responding to this LGN drive. Consistent
with this, in several areas of rabbit cortex, suspected interneurons follow much higher frequencies
of peripheral stimulation than efferent (excitatory) neurons46–48.

Both owl monkeys7 and macaque monkeys6 show a low-pass shift in temporal tuning between
LGN and layer 4 of V1, and a further shift between layer 4 and subsequent cortical layers. If
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input demodulation also cuts off responses in layer 2/3, then this suggests there may be a higher
proportion of NMDA in synapses from layer 4 to layers 2/3 than in thalamocortical synapses. The
cutoffs reported in macaque6 were very high: 41 Hz in LGN, 30 Hz in V1 layer 4. This V1 cutoff
could be induced by cellular membrane time constants, and is much higher than would be expected
from NMDA-induced demodulation. Thus we would predict that macaque layer 4 cells either do
not receive dominant opponent inhibition, so that demodulation does not cut off responses, or else
have little NMDA in their thalamocortical synapses. However, it is also possible that these high
cutoffs involve differences in anesthesia rather than species differences6.

Alternative Models

Maex and Orban18 and Suarez et al.19 each proposed that feedback excitation could selectively
amplify low-velocity responses, thus converting band-pass LGN tuning to low-pass cortical tuning.
Maex and Orban18 suggested this would arise through slow synaptic conductances in feedback
synapses, and because strong feedback excitation would increase the effective time constant. Suarez
et al.19 proposed that spike-rate-adaptation would make the feedback stronger for weaker inputs.
We have found that selective low-frequency amplification indeed occurs in our model when feedback
synapses include slow NMDA conductances, but that this cannot explain the lower high-frequency
cutoff of cortical vs. LGN temporal tuning. Instead, slow conductances in thalamocortical synapses,
along with a push-pull circuit in which inhibition is dominant, are crucial.

An alternative explanation of low-pass behavior in some cortical systems might involve synaptic
depression: e.g., if synapses are depressed after each presynaptic spike for some period τ , than it
might be possible to see a loss of responses to frequencies greater than 1/τ . However this will be
parameter-dependent in a complicated way. We have found that synaptic depression with a τ of
99 msec actually shifts tuning to slightly higher frequencies. Another modeling study30 found that
depression with a τ of 300 msec induced a slight shift toward lower frequencies, but in that study
the temporal tuning was primarily due to a cellular time constant assumed to be 30 msec (larger
than typically observed at rest in cortex15).

Conclusion: Implications for Cortical Processing

We have shown that the low-pass temporal behavior of cerebral cortex can be understood from
the combination of two elements. First, the circuitry of layer 4 must be such that feedforward
inhibition dominates feedforward excitation, and effective stimuli evoke excitation and inhibition
that are separated in time. There is much evidence supporting these two elements in layer 4 of both
cat V115–17 and rodent whisker barrel (somatosensory) cortex49. These circuit properties ensure
that temporal demodulation of the input will prevent responses. Second, there must be significant
slow synaptic conductances in feedforward excitatory inputs (NMDA-mediated) and/or feedforward
inhibitory inputs (GABA-B mediated) to cause the excitatory and/or inhibitory inputs to demod-
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ulate at higher temporal frequencies. If the proportion of NMDA-mediated conductances observed
in thalamocortical slices from somatosensory cortex20 is present in thalamocortical synapses onto
excitatory cells, this is sufficient. However, given the conflicting evidence discussed above, it is this
second point that is most in need of further experimental testing. Although we have studied the
specific circuit proposed in Troyer et al.14, any circuit with these two properties should give similar
results.

This work proposes a simple solution to a long-standing puzzle in cortical physiology: why
do cortical cells not respond to fast stimuli that drive their inputs well? A related puzzle has
concerned orientation tuning in V1: since LGN inputs are not orientation tuned, they are driven
well by stimuli oriented orthogonal to a cortical cell’s preferred orientation. Why does the cortical
cell not respond to such stimuli? We are proposing that these two seemingly unrelated puzzles
have the same solution. In our study of the application of the present model circuit to orientation
tuning14, we pointed out that drifting gratings of different orientations evoke the same mean LGN
input to a cortical cell, and differ only in the degree of temporal modulation in that input: in
response to a preferred-orientation stimulus, a cell’s LGN inputs all modulate their firing rates in
synchrony, so the total LGN input is strongly modulated; as the orientation is moved away from the
preferred, a cell’s LGN inputs become increasingly desynchronized in their firing rate modulations,
and so the total LGN input becomes demodulated. We showed that, given a circuit with dominant,
spatially opponent inhibition, the orientation tuning cut off at an orientation for which the input
was sufficiently demodulated, and that this orientation was roughly the same at any contrast (thus
explaining the contrast-invariance of orientation tuning). Thus, we are proposing that orientation
cutoffs and temporal frequency cutoffs have a common origin in more general principles of cortical
layer 4: the circuit is dominated by inhibition, so that only out-of-phase temporal modulations of
excitation and inhibition can drive cortical cells; and therefore, stimuli become ineffective when
they fail to evoke sufficient temporal modulation of the input.

Methods

The model used in this study is in almost all essential details identical to the “computational”
model described in Troyer et al.14, except that NMDA receptors and synaptic depression were not
considered in that study. We review here the basic elements of our model; full details of differences
from Troyer et al.14 can be found in the Web Supplement.

Model Architecture

The model consists of a grid of 40 × 40 excitatory and 20 × 20 inhibitory cortical simple cells,
representing a 2/3mm × 2/3mm patch of cortex and .75o× .75o in visual angle. The receptive field
(RF) of each cell was determined by a Gabor function, with retinotopic center progressing linearly
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across the grid (with each inhibitory RF center aligned with every other excitatory cell), preferred
orientation assigned according to an optically measured cortical map from cat V1, and spatial
phase assigned randomly to each cell. The Gabor functions used the “broadly-tuned” receptive
field parameters of Troyer et al.14, which were chosen to make intracellular voltage modulations
match the measured orientation tuning width of the voltage modulations of cortical simple cells.

Input to the model cells came from a set of 30× 30 grids of LGN X-cells, four superposed grids
of ON-center and four superposed grids of OFF-center cells, with ON and OFF lattices offset by
1/2 lattice spacing. The grids covered 6.8o x 6.8o of the visual field. Thalamocortical connections
to each cortical cell were determined by probabilistic sampling from the cell’s Gabor function, with
positive (negative) regions converted to a probability of connection from an ON- (OFF-) center cell
with corresponding RF center.

Intracortical connections were also determined probabilistically, with the probability of connec-
tion of any two cortical cells depending on the correlation between their sets of thalamocortical
inputs. The probability of an excitatory connection was a monotonically increasing function of
this correlation, while the probability of an inhibitory connection was a monotonically increasing
function of the negative of this correlation. Thus excitatory cells tended to project to cells with
which they were most correlated, while inhibitory cells tended to project to cells with which they
were most anticorrelated.

Determining Cell Activities

An LGN cell’s firing rate was determined as the sum of a sinusoidal modulation at the same
temporal frequency as the stimulus and with phase determined by the cell’s RF center position,
and a background firing rate (10 Hz for ON cells, 15 Hz for OFF cells), followed by setting negative
rates to zero (rectification). The size of the sinusoidal modulation for a given grating was chosen so
that, after rectification, the first harmonic (F1) of the LGN responses matched the data of Sclar9

for X-cell response to the given contrast and temporal frequency. Times of LGN action potentials
were then determined by generation of Poisson processes from the time-dependent firing rates.

Cortical cells were modeled as single compartment, conductance-based integrate-and-fire neu-
rons with biophysical parameters for excitatory and inhibitory neurons matched to experimental
data33 for regular-spiking and fast-spiking neurons, respectively.

Conductance Models

Time course of AMPA, GABA-A and adaptation conductances were each modeled as a difference
of single exponentials, as described in Troyer et al.14. The decay of the NMDA conductance
followed the model of Carmignoto and Vicini31: it was described by a double exponential with a
fast (63 msec) and a slow (200 msec) time constant, with amplitudes Af and As respectively; the
ratio Af : As was .88:.12 in adults, and .1:.9 in young animals. The voltage dependence of the
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NMDA conductance followed the model described in Jahr and Stevens50. The voltage used for this
dependence was the voltage the cell would have if it did not spike, which we call Vshadow; this was
done to avoid discontinuities in conductance at spikes as well as to take account of the location of
NMDA conductances in dendrites. With this model of voltage dependence, the NMDA channels
were 35.5% open at the model spike threshold voltage, −52.5mV . In response to a high contrast
optimal grating, Vshadow reached a peak of approximately -46 mV, where the NMDA channels were
43.8% open.

The relative strength of NMDA and AMPA conductances in excitatory synapses can be de-
scribed in one of two ways. The NMDA/AMPA amplitude ratio, reported by Crair and Malenka20,
is the ratio of the amplitude of NMDA EPSC’s with the cell held at +40mV to the amplitude
of AMPA EPSC’s with the cell held at -90mV. Alternatively, one can specify the %NMDA inte-
grated current, which is the percent of the temporally-integrated current (i.e., of the total charge
transfer) through excitatory conductances that is mediated by NMDA conductances, when the
postsynaptic cell is clamped at the spike-threshold voltage of -52.5 mV. Even for relatively modest
NMDA/AMPA amplitude ratios, the integrated current is dominated by NMDA, due to the long
NMDA decay-time constants (see web supplement). Crair and Malenka20 report an NMDA/AMPA
amplitude of 0.30 for the oldest thalamocortical slices that they studied (8 to 14 postnatal days)
which corresponds to 91.2% of the integrated current mediated by NMDA. We have accordingly
used 90% NMDA as our default for full strength of NMDA in thalamocortical synapses.

The strengths of the synaptic and adaptation conductances were set as in Troyer et al.14, except
that some changes were needed to compensate for the effects of NMDA conductances and synaptic
depression. Full details, including our definitions of parameter sets, are in the web supplement.
Changes in the proportion of NMDA were implemented so that the the total synaptic strength
(total integrated current at threshold voltage) remained constant; only the percentage of this total
integrated threshold current that is mediated by NMDA versus AMPA was altered.

We modeled synaptic depression using a model with two parameters35: f (0 ≤ f ≤ 1), the
factor by which the efficacy of a synapse is scaled immediately after a spike, and τ , the time
constant of an exponential decay back to maximum efficacy. We used the following parameters:
for thalamocortical synapses, τ = 99 msec, f = 0.563; for intracortical excitatory synapses, τ = 57
msec, f = 0.875. The experimental sources for these choices are discussed in the web supplement.
Synaptic depression was not included in the inhibitory synapses.

Simulations

A “blank screen” was run for one second preceeding each stimulus presentation to equilibrate the
network. Stimulus presentations were for one second. Stimulus-driven or background responses
were determined from the second half-second of the stimulus or background, respectively. This
allowed the network to first achieve steady-state which, when including NMDA, took on the order
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of a few hundred milliseconds. Responses are measured as stimulus minus background response.
Tuning curves show the mean response over the pool of excitatory cells with preferred orientation
±2.5o about the stimulus orientation (this bin included 35 excitatory cells and 10 inhibitory cells).
The cutoff temporal frequency was determined by taking the mean response for these excitatory
cells at a series of temporal frequencies (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24 and 32Hz) and then using cubic
spline interpolation to find the lowest frequency above the preferred frequency at which the response
was half-maximal.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1

(a) Cartoon of the model circuit. Two excitatory cells (top) and two inhibitory cells (bottom)
are illustrated. Sketches show receptive fields (RFs) (white: ON subregions; dark: OFF subregions;
all four illustrated RFs are meant to be centered on the same retinotopic position). In the actual
model, cells of all preferred orientations and spatial phases and with multiple retinotopic positions
exist, and connectivity is assigned probabilistically. The cartoon indicates the dominant or most
probable connections in the model. LGN connections: cells tend to receive input from ON-center
LGN cells with centers overlying ON subregions, and from OFF-center cells overlying OFF subre-
gions. Intracortical connections: excitatory cells tend to connect to other cells of similar preferred
orientation and similar absolute spatial phase (meaning that ON subregions of the two cells tend to
overlap in visual space, and similarly for OFF subregions). Inhibitory cells tend to connect to other
cells of similar preferred orientation and opposite absolute spatial phase15,16. The effect of NMDA
receptors in three different sets of connections will be examined: (1) The thalamocortical connec-
tions onto excitatory cortical cells. (2) The thalamocortical connections onto inhibitory cortical
cells. (3) The intracortical connections between excitatory cells. (b-d): Results in feedforward ver-
sion of the model, meaning that there are no excitatory-to-excitatory connections (no connections
of type 3, neither AMPA nor NMDA). (b and c) An example of excitatory and inhibitory input to
a single cell at three different temporal frequencies. In both (b) and (c), top panels show voltage
traces, bottom panels show current traces: gray, excitatory current traces (AMPA plus NMDA);
black, inhibitory current traces (GABA-A). (b): No NMDA. (c): With NMDA in thalamocortical
synapses onto both excitatory and inhibitory cells; the percentage of NMDA is set so that the
integrated excitatory current at spike-threshold voltage is 90% NMDA-mediated, which is slightly
less than reported in thalamocortical synapses at the oldest ages studied20 (see Methods). (d)
Temporal frequency tuning in the feedforward model (left) and in a simple analytic model (right).
Each figure compares the temporal frequency tuning of the mean firing rates of the LGN inputs in
the model, adapted from Sclar9, to the tuning of the cortical cells under four conditions: no NMDA
in any of the thalamocortical synapses, 90% NMDA in thalamocortical synapses onto excitatory
cells only, 90% NMDA in thalamocortical synapses onto inhibitory cells only, and 90% NMDA onto
both excitatory and inhibitory cells. (b-d) use parameter set with no synaptic depression and no
feedback excitation.

Figure 2

Contour plot of temporal frequency cutoffs (frequencies at which response equals half the max-
imal response) shown as a function of percentage of total integrated current at spike-threshold
voltage mediated by NMDA in thalamocortical synapses onto excitatory cells (vertical axes) and
onto inhibitory cells (horizontal axes). The levels of gray of the contours represent the value of the
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temporal frequency cutoff, as shown in the grayscale bar; contours are shown for 3 (b,d only), 4,
6, 8, 12, and 16 Hz. The thicker line at 6Hz represents a typical experimental value of temporal
frequency cutoffs for cat simple cells1–5. (a) Parameter set with no synaptic depression with no
feedback excitation. (b) Parameter set with no synaptic depression and with feedback excitation.
(c) Parameter set with synaptic depression and feedback excitation. (d) Slow (young) NMDA with
parameter set with synaptic depression and feedback excitation.

Figure 3

Temporal frequency tuning of the model with different levels of NMDA in the feedback exci-
tatory connections. Top figures show the temporal frequency tuning curves (normalized so that
maximal response is 1) for two levels of feedback NMDA and for no feedback connections at all.
(a) With 90% NMDA in the thalamocortical connections onto excitatory cells. (b) No NMDA in
thalamocortical connections. (c) High frequency cutoff versus percentage NMDA in feedback ex-
citatory connections. Gray trace is with no thalamocortical NMDA (taken from top right). Black
trace is with 90% thalamocortical NMDA onto excitatory cells (taken from top left). Parameter
set with no synaptic depression and with feedback excitation.
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